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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we are interested in exploring the idea of giv-
ing users the ability to shift emails reception time, such as to
pause or replay flows of emails, during a user-selected time
window. To our knowledge, email analysis and interaction
techniques mainly use reception time to extract sequential
events from emails, such as to reconstruct conversational
threads: time stays no more a physical quantity. The hy-
pothesis we want to investigate is whether giving users the
ability to shift time would help them to better deal with
INBOX clutter and reduce email overload. To test this
hypothesis, we are currently designing a media player-like
widget to let users re-play email receptions and actions (e.g.
classification, tagging, archival, etc.) using a time-centric
data stream model. We detail our implementation roadmap
and next steps from our ongoing project.

1. INTRODUCTION
Time is part of every single action of our daily activi-

ties. It is a strong footprint of occurring events, and it is
a useful mental index to retrieve accumulated information,
even heterogeneous. For example, when remembering about
a meeting, one can easily tie together locations, social net-
works of people, photos and videos, because all having a
matching time attribute. Time also brings sequentiality to
information and put it in order.

In the context of emails communications, multiple refer-
ences to time can be made. The most common ones are time
referred in emails text body, and reception time in emails
header and emails clients. In this work, we focus on the
latter one.

In all email clients we reviewed, reception time is visually
encoded as a position (e.g. most recent emails are on top
of the INBOX emails’ list) or as timestamps on a temporal
axis, displayed as timelines [6, 11]. Moreover, time is also
often visible as a numerical value, and may also be encoded
as colors, symbols, or even both to display new or recent
emails. In those cases, a differential value of time is used
(i.e. to extract sequentiality out of emails), rather than its
absolute value.

Those various visual encoding of time aim at reducing
users cognitive load, by quickly showing incoming emails to
process, or reconstructing conversations threads. But since
email is asynchronous, conversations can be interwoven with
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no visual order. Thus, only relying on the visual display
of emails to extract knowledge or organize tasks is limited.
Automated systems provide solutions to better navigate in
email archives, such as Thread-based mail browser [8] or
[7] to detect hierarchies, using emails mutual links (reply,
follow up, etc.). Conversations reconstruction are not only
a visual aid, and can lead to advanced networks analysis
and exploration [2]. Other approaches extract tasks from
emails [11] to compute task-centric views of the INBOX [4].

In all the related works we reviewed, time is either vi-
sually encoded, or vanishes under inferences or topological
constructions. Except from short peripherical animations
(such as with notification mechanisms [12]), time does not
stay a physical quantity.

1.1 Preliminary Email Usage Study
In the frame of the DLM 3.0 project1, we conducted a

preliminary email usage study, to investigate email commu-
nications usages of our colleagues at LIRIS lab2. We inter-
viewed 7 people, 5 men and 2 women, age ranging from 23
to 42. They are all familiar with computers and technology,
and email is central in their everyday professional activity.
After briefly introducing the aim of the interview, we asked
them the same set of questions about their habits, satisfac-
tions and pains with emails. Average interview time was 40
minutes, in a neutral environment (except for one person
who had to remain on duty in her office).

While our initial ambition was to identify a set of user
profiles to better categorize individuals and provide ad-hoc
solutions, we quickly realized that email usages are not uni-
versal, and even contradictory from one colleague to an-
other. Similar issues had already been raised earlier [5].

We now detail our early findings, quoting our colleagues
own words. One colleague said “I classify my emails as a
preliminary step before even doing any task -even reading
emails’ body” while another one said “email classification
is the final step of my process, a classified email won’t be
touched again, since it does not appear anymore in my IN-
BOX”. One colleague didn’t even classify his INBOX, leav-
ing up to 3000 emails in it and is only using Thunderbird’s
folder filter to retrieve a specific email.

We particularly focused on classifiers, whose main pain
was their INBOX’ size. “I don’t like having many emails in
my INBOX since it makes me overlooking many times at the
same set of visible emails” [..] “it gives recent emails more
importance”. When asking about some potential overload,

1http://www.dlm30.com/
2http://liris.cnrs.fr/



Figure 1: Overview of a classic email interface including our Shift-BOX widget (top right). The widget is
similar to a video player controller coupled with a timeline. The widget aims at time shifting email actions
(e.g. classification, tagging, etc.), such as to replay emails reception in the current INBOX as it happened in
the selected time window.

it was recurrent (5 people of 7) to hear saying “it’s ok as
long as there are no email out of sight” or “If I can’t see
all my emails, I feel overloaded and don’t know which email
to process first”. One colleague also claims “it happens very
frequently that I don’t remember what I did with my INBOX
emails. I always have the feeling that I forgot or missed
something.”.

All participants consider their INBOX as the central com-
munication hub, and the start of most of their daily activ-
ities. A participant even coined the term “active memory”
to refer to his INBOX, to emphasize its importance.

None of our colleagues were satisfied yet with current
email applications. None of them also had the feeling to
be in control of their email flow.

1.2 Analysis and Research Hypothesis
From our results, users seem to construct a strong mental

model over their INBOX. As the temporal stream of emails
occurs, emails sequences and their context (i.e. other con-
secutive emails) seem to be linked together during the time
window within which they are visually adjacent. This effect
has been identified has the INBOX clutter issue, that states
INBOX complexity makes important tasks overlooked and
become a factor of email overload [10].

The hypothesis we want to investigate is “Would users be
more productive and satisfied if time stays a physical quan-
tity that they can shift, to perform such actions as to pause
or to replay sequences of email reception in their INBOX?”.
We expect users to be more confident in archiving emails and
quickly take decisions, since they would be able to go back
and forth to various INBOX states.

To tackle this hypothesis, our approach is twofold. In a
first part we introduce a data stream model (Section 2) to
formally define users’ email flow and actions (e.g. classifi-
cation, tagging, etc.). This model is a preliminary ground
for more advanced formal definitions and processes, such as
pattern mining and rules detection. In a second part we de-
tail Shift-BOX, our media player-like interactive widget to
time shift emails flow (e.g. pause, replay, fast-forward, etc.)
(Section 3). We also give our implementation roadmap (Sec-
tion 4) and next steps (Section 5) of our work.

2. EMAIL FLOW AS A DATA STREAM
Following [1], a data stream S is a set of pairs (tuple,

timestamp) as S = {(s1, t1), (s2, t2), ..., (sn, tn)}. An email
is a pair (s, t). The tuple attribute s is a list of elements
composing an email (title, reception timestamp, recipient,
etc.). The timestamp attribute t is a sequence attribute,
that can be ordered. We use the physical (i.e. current time)
timestamp as this sequence attribute (other email times-
tamps such as delivery time are encoded in the tuple s).

The data stream being virtually infinite, we focus on a
finite sub-set that we call an email active window.

2.1 Email Active Window
An email active window is defined as a time interval wa =

[tstart, ..., tend], tstart ≤ tend, with tstart and tend the start
and the end of the window. N is the width of the window
(i.e. count of time units). The window operates on the data
stream S, resulting in Swa = {∀(s, t) ∈ S|t ∈ wa}, Swa ⊂ S.
|Swa | is the number of emails stored within wa.

Let tnow be the current physical time. tend = tnow means
Swa automatically stores incoming messages (e.g. automatic
email check). tend < tnow means Swa is not up to date:
there might be queued messages in wq, the queue window.
We define wq = [tend, .., tnow]. wq also operates on S, Swq

is the subset of queued emails and |Swq | its count.
Let tshift be the current time shift, tstart ≤ tshift ≤ tend.

tshift can be seen as a virtual physical time shift. Let δ be a
positive value that is a multiple of time unit. δ is called the
time shift unit increment and represents the pace at which
shifted time is played.

2.2 Actions on the Data Stream
We now define two classes of actions on the data stream.

Those classes remain generic on purpose, since the function-
alities space is wide and can be extended dynamically.

The first class of actions A operates on emails pairs, and
it timestamps them to current physical time A : (s, t) →
(s′, tnow),t ≤ tnow. For instance, adding flags (e.g. read /
unread) or set class or label to tuples, results in new pairs
in the stream. Actions in this class can be replayed during a
time shift, since they directly deal with email management



tasks.
The second class W of actions operates on the active win-

dow, and does not generate new pairs. For instance, email
checking means extending tend to tnow. Active window’s
boundaries extension / reduction (using handlers) are also
actions in this class. Flow control actions (e.g. play, pause,
etc.) belong to this class too. The flagship action is play
and can be defined as automatically browsing S at a current
tshift that is increment by a δ time unit, from tstart up to
tend. Actions in this class are not replayed during a time
shift, since they don’t directly deal with email management
tasks.

3. SHIFT-BOX
We now detail the widget’s visual and interactions design.

A preview of the widget is illustrated as integrated in a clas-
sic email client real estate (Figure 1). The widget aims at
time shifting email actions, such as emails reception in the
current INBOX but in a time-delayed manner. To reduce
the learning curve, we used a media player-like widget, cou-
pled with timelines which are well-known interactive items.

The widget behavior is very intuitive. By clicking on the
“Play” button, emails appear in the currently selected IN-
BOX (below the widget, Figure 1) as they were just received
at the time the vertical blue segment is (on the timeline),
progressively sliding to the right, over time. Past actions are
replayed (e.g. classification, deletion, etc.) such as defined
in the A actions class.

3.1 Time Shift Controls
Shift-BOX features common video players controls, act-

ing on emails located in the currently selected INBOX. We
added colored bubble boxes on controls to show quantitative
information, such as buffered emails count. We now detail
each button behavior:

Play/Pause: plays/pauses the email stream, cur-
rently set at tshift. A blue bubble box shows num-
ber of emails |Swa | left to play in the active window.
The pause button appears when the play button has
been clicked, and vice-versa.

Stop: resets tshift back to present day and time
tnow. The red bubble box appears and shows
queued emails count |Swq | when new emails arrived
in the queue window. Once a reset is done, the button
is not be available until the active window is set again.

Speed: increases/decreases by one more/less
unit the current playing speed δ/s. When clicked, a
green bubble box quickly appears to show the rate
×δ, and then smoothly vanishes.

Next by Next: jumps to the next email event,
by a group of δ items. A green bubble quickly
appears to remind the group size δ.

Many other tiny design details -such as emails preview by
button hovering- are to be implemented to reduce interac-
tions overload.

3.2 Time Shift Window Interactions
Shift-BOX also features a quantitative preview (using a

timeline) of emails stored in the active window (and around).
The active window is binded to a range slider with two win-
dow handlers, and a multi-resolution time strip:

Window Handlers: shows current wa boundaries tstart
to tend and current re-play time tshift as a vertical blue
segment. A caption on time intervals shows N ,
window’s width in plain text, and clicking on it sets
the active window to it.

Multi-Resolution Time Strips: shows the email distri-
bution over time, both from the window (higher strip
on Figure 1), and from the context around the win-
dow (lower strip with less details but on a wider time
range). Regarding the Y-axis, the higher the peak is,
the more emails have been received at that time.

Once the window is set, emails located in the INBOX at
that time appear in it. In case they have been processed
after the current tshift, little visual cues show coming inter-
actions to be performed on emails. For instance, based on
existing Thunderbird graphics to show replies , forwards ,
both and new emails , we use the same but emptied to
show upcoming actions, respectively , , , right by
emails. Those graphics go back to color when the action is
performed.

4. IMPLEMENTATION ROADMAP
We plan to implement our data stream model in a declara-

tive way, with both live streams (incoming mails) and archived
streams (logs on email actions) as inputs [3]. Logs are pro-
vided by IMAP servers and client activity logging. Regarding
the widget, our prototype is bundled as a Thunderbird ex-
tension (Figure 1). Privacy and reliably are major concerns,
which are anyway the case with any live email experiment.

5. NEXT STEPS
Our primary next step is to keep implementing our widget.

Once a satisfying development state is reached, we perform
a longitudinal usability test with real users in their everyday
working environment. The widget’s logs will help us to au-
tomatically track users activity at a wide scale, and compare
it with previous behaviors without the widget.

Our current data stream model still needs some exten-
sions. Time in emails tuple s may be extended beyond re-
ception time, up to process and submission time, and even
referred time in emails. Referred time is extracted using
text analysis tools, and would be useful to delete outdated
emails (such as expired meeting requests). A model exten-
sion would also consist in pattern mining and rules detec-
tion.

Playing emails by “batch” of thematic conversational threads
over a time period seems promising. Even if Shift-BOX
is initially conceived to replay INBOX mails, it can also
replay any automatically rule-classified email which didn’t
even meet the INBOX (and landed directly into categories,
labels or virtual folders). Other sequential attributes -such
as threaded conversations- can also be timely-replayed. Re-
playing emails editing steps (i.e. drafts) might be interesting
to better understand previously taken decisions. Last but
not least, one can also set a “cognitive” limit of received



emails in INBOX. For instance, let’s consider an email client
that can only display 10 visible emails at the same time in
the INBOX. Once this limit is reached, Shift-BOX auto-
matically pauses current email flow, and buffers upcoming
emails. Advanced policies can be set to “only add a new
email when there is room” (e.g. a user just been moved an
email from the INBOX to another folder) or even “do not
restrain urgent emails”. This last policy will rely on seman-
tic features provided by our partners in the project. We
think Shift-BOX can also be applied to newsfeeds (Face-
book) and social updates (Twitter).

Finally, extending email tasks to users personal environ-
ment [9] aims at making email clients an unified application.
As we mentioned while introducing our work, time is a uni-
versal key to integrate external data, such as sensors values
or coffee machine state. Including those environmental data
in our model, coupled with email replay, may enable an in-
teresting reflexive activity for users, to think again on a
previously taken decisions. New design issues appear, such
as smoothly including and interacting with multiple visual-
ization like bar charts (e.g. temperature histograms), maps
(e.g. emails route) or graph (e.g. social network of users
contacts at the time the email is sent).
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